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Hello, my name is Natosha Robinson, I'm
here to introduce you to my Dispatching 101
course. This is an easy investment. You only
need 5 things to start you dispatching
services. Data/wifi, computer, phone, printer
and knowledge.
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Dispatch Course :
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Define Dispatcher. 

 "A dispatcher gives information to carriers on
which direction to pick up and deliver.
Dispatcher communicates to the shipping
clients, broker and the freight carrier." 



Booking Loads: 
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1) Communication is the key factor. 
2) Always start a spreadsheet and file for allpaperwork
or create a folder on a computer for each freight carrier.
3) Search load boards, DAT, Truckshop.com, 123
Loadboard and Direct Brokers. 
4) Check the company credit score to make sure they
are in good standing for payment. 
5) You always start your search from the origin then to
the destination. 
6) Always use your maps to verify miles for loads and
deadhead 100 miles or less if possible. 
7) Dispatch the load, negotiate the money $1.80 per mile
and up. 
8) Call the driver with information concerning the load. 
9) Send carrier rate confirmation. 
10) Pre-plan for the next load



Priority at All Times:

Drive Time for Drivers:

All drivers must comply with HOS meaning hours of
service. 
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1) On time pick up and on time delivery is
important. 

2) Two hour load time. Anything after 2 hours we
need to contact the broker for detention pay. 

3) Driver must be notified of all changes at all
times.

1) 70 hours/ week in 5 days.

2) 11 hours of driving each day (on duty)
 
3) 10 hour reset/ break (off duty)



Let's Talk Money

Terminology is the Key You Must Learn
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1) Good dispatching should revenue at
least 5,000 plus weekly at least (1,00 or
more a day) for carriers. 

2) My opinion for the dispatching fee
should be at least 8% and upper load. 

3) Always negotiate the price. 

4) Make sure you send out your invoice
weekly to the freight carrier so you can be
paid

LTL -Less than the load 
RO - Rate agreement or offer 
V - Van 
VV - Vented van 
F/P - Full or partial load 
Origin - Where to begin 
Destination - Where you end 
F - Flatbed 
DD - Double drop 
R - Reefer (refrigerated load) 
RC - Rate confirmation 
CP - Carrier Packet 
DH - Dead head



You have mastered
Dispatching 101, 

Thank you for reading!


